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A DETERMINATION OF THE WEIGHT ENUMERATOR OF THE CODE OF THE PROJE-
CTIVE PLANE OF ORDER 5
GARY McGUIRE,  HAROLD N. WARD’
Abstract. We determine the weight enumerator of the code of the projective piane of orde1
5 by hand. The main  tools  used are a version  of Gleason  S theorem on the enumerators of
self-dual  codes and geometrie descriptions of codewords of low weight. This paper contnins
the full details of the companion paper [9] that outlined our results.
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we present a calculation of the weight enumerator of the code over GF(5)  of
the projective plane of order 5. This paper contains the full details of the companion paper
[9]  that outlined our results. In particular,  we have  used the same numbering of sections and
proven items.
Up to now, the weight enumerators of the codes of the projective planes of orders 2, 3, 4,
and 8 were the only ones known. Those of order 2, 3, and 4 are not hard to find by hand,
and that of order 8 was found in 1959 by E. Prange [lo], using a computer. Our calculation
here for the plane of order 5 did not use a computer. Nevertheless, J. D. Key corroborated
our results on a computer, using the program Magma.
Thep-ary code of a projective plane of order 11 is the GF(p)-span  of the rows of the incidente
matrix of the plane, the rows being indexed by the lines and the columns by the points. This
code is interesting only when p divides IZ [ 1 Theorem 2.4.11. Therefore, when we talk of the
code of the Desarguesian plane of prime order p,  we shall always mean the p-ary  code. The
study of the binary code of a putative projective plane of order 10 was instrumental in the
demonstration of the nonexistence of such a plane [6].
The further sections of the paper are:
(2) Blocking Sets and Codes of Projective Planes
(3) An Application of Gleason’s Theorem
(4) Some Notation and Codewords of Weight < 10
(5) Minima1 Codewords of Weights 1 l-14 in C’-
(6) Minima1 Codewords of Weights 11-14 not in CL
(7) Al1 the Codewords of Weights 1 l-14
(8) The Enumerator Obtained.
Section 2 outlines some general results for projective planes of prime order,p.  In Section 3,
we explain how a version  of Gleason’s theorem can be used to obtain the weight enumerator
of an extension of the code of the plane of order 5 by knowing the numbers of codewords of
weight up through 14. Most of the remainder of the paper involves the calculation of these
numbers, organized as the section titles suggest.
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An interesting feature of the calculations in Sections 5 to 7 is the geometrie  characterization
of the codewords involved. As the reader  will see (and, we hope, enjoy), our discussion has
a strong geometrie  content.  Objects such as ovals and quadrangles play a large role  in the
description of these  low weight codewords. A paper by A. Beutelspacher [2]  presents some
of the fascinating aspects of the plane of order 5 that we have  encountered, as well as others,
in a more combinatoria1 setting.
Finally, we wish to point out a few things. The passage from the weight enumerator of the
extended code (which is calculated first) back to that of the code itself is not trivial, and it is
laid out in Section 8. Much of the work in Section 7.4 is done  SO that this passage can be
accomplished. In fact,  had we only wanted the enumerator of the extended code, we would
not have  needed 014  and Section 7.4 would be much shorter! It will also be apparent that we
have  almost obtained the complete weight enumerator of the code. In al1 our descriptions of
words of weight up to 14 we obtain the number of occurrences of each digit in a codeword.
But this information does not seem to be enough to determine the rest of the enumerator,
because Gleason’s theorem does not extend this far. We would need to go up through weight
15 (once again,  the complete enumerator can be obtained by using Magma).
2. BLOCKING SETS AND CODES OF PROJECTIVE PLANES
In this section we let C denote  the p-ary code of the Desarguesian projective plane of
order p, where p is an odd prime. The support of a codeword c, denoted supp(c),  is the set of
coordinate positions where c has a nonzero  entry. The cardinality of supp(c)  is the (Hamming)
weight of c, which we denote  by w(c). We assume that we have  fixed an ordering  of the points
of the plane PGx(p),  and SO we identify supp(c)  with a subset of PG.&). We also identify a
line of the plane with its characteristic vector. The dimension of C is (J? + p + 2) / 2, the
minimum weight in C is p + 1, and the minimum weight codewords are precisely the scalar
multiples of the lines [l Theorem 6.4.21. If CL denotes  the dual code of C, then CL 2 C,
the minimum weight of C-!- is 2p, the minimum weight codewords in CL are precisely the
scalar multiples of differences of two lines, and CL is generated by these  minimum weight
codewords [ 1 Theorem 6.3.11.
Because of the last fact, it follows that for any codeword c E C, the dot product  c . f has
the same value for every line t’.  If c E Cl, then these dot products c . f are zero, while if
c E C \ C* these  dot products are nonzero  (and al1 equal).
Definition. A blocking set S in a projective plane D is a subset  of D that meets every line, but
does not contain  a line.
For the basic  theory of blocking sets we refer the reader  to [5].  We shall use the following
observation often.
Proposition 2.1. For any codeword c E C \ CL,  if supp(c)  does not contain  a line, then
supp(c)  is a blocking set.
Proo$  We must show that every line meets supp(c);  but this is clear since c . ! # 0 for al1
lines 1. 0
A blocking set S is said to be reduced if no proper  subset  of S is a blocking set. This is
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equivalent to saying that, for each  point P in S, there  is at least one  line that meets S only in
P (i.e., there  is at least one  tangent to S on P). For otherwise we could  remove P and obtain a
blocking set of smaller size.
Proposition 2.2. Ifc E C \ CL and supp(c)  does riot corltaiiz  fl line, thetl  the b/ockitlg set
supp(c)  is not a reduced blocking set.
ProoJ  Suppose S = supp (c) is a reduced biocking set. For each  P E  S, let C,, be a tangent  to
S on P. Since c . ep  = a  (say), for each  EP,  we get that all nonzero entries of c are equa1 to
01. But c e = 01 for al1 lines e,  SO choosing E to be a line  that  meets ,S in more than  one  point
gives a contradiction. 0
It has been shown by Blokhuis [3]  that if S is a blocking set in the Desargucsinn  planc  01‘
order y, where p is an odd prime, then 1.S  2 3(/> + 1) / 2.
ProojI  Let C be the code in question, and let c E C be a counterexample of minima1  wcight II’,
where p + 2 < ~9 < 3@+  1) / 2. Since C’ has minimum weight 2p  we must  hnve c E C\ Cl.
If supp(c)  does not contain  a line then we are done  by Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 and the  rcsult
of Blokhuis. But if supp(c)  does contain  a line e, then c - fie  has weight (strictly) lesa than
w - 1, for some scalar fi E GF(p).  Since <’ was a minima1 counterexample, c - PE must be a
scalar multiple of a line. But this means c is a linear combination of two lines, and such sums
have  weight at least 212. 0
Next we shall give the well-known equations for any blocking set that  arise  from counting
in two ways. Let S be a blocking set of size 1~ in a projective plane of order II.  Let 1-1, be the
number of lines that meet S in exactly i points. Double counting gives
c
pi  = n’  + n + 1,
i>o
c ipi = MZ(tl+  1))
i>O
c i(i  - l)pj  =  /n(rn  - 1 ) .
i>O
Note that k = 0.
A line which meets S in i points will be called an i-line.  First we observe that if n  > 5,
any blocking set S has an i-line  with i 2 4. For suppose p,  = 0 if i 2 4. Then we have  three
equations in three unknowns pl, ~2, ~3,  and solving the system we see  that ~2 < 0 if IZ > 5.
Next let us  suppose that p, = 0 if i 2 5 (this will be the most common case in the plane of
order 5). Then the equations become
CII + CL2  + pj + p.t  = 2 + n  + ],
PI + 2P2  + 3p3  + 4pq  = tn(n  +  ]),
2~2  +  6~3  + 12~~  =  m(/n  - 1).
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Solving these  in terms of p4 gives
m(m - 1)
FL3= 2 -m(n+  1)+(n2+Y1+  l)-3cLq
CL2  = 3m(n+ l)-3(n2+n+ 1)-n@- 1)$3cLq
PI = 3tn2 +n+ 1>+
m(m - 1)
2
- 2m(n  + 1) - l-4.
Now let us specialize to the case of a projective plane of order 12 = 5. The equations
become
m(m - 13)
FL3 = 2
+31-3l.4 (2.1)
p2 = 19m-m2-93i-3v4 (2.2)
m(m - 25)
CL1  = 2 + 93 - p4. (2.3)
These equations together with Proposition 2.1 will be used frequently in the sequel.
3. AN APPLICATION OF GLEASON’S THEOREM
From now on, C will be the 5-ary  code of the projective plane of order 5. We wish to find
the weight enumerator of C. We extend C to a self-dual code by adding a column of 2’s to
the incidente  matrix of the plane, drawing on the fact that 22 = - 1. This extended code C is
a self-dual [32,16,7] code over GF(5). We shall determine the weight enumerator of C, and
from it, that of C.
A. M. Gleason was the first to observe that the weight enumerator of any self-dual code over
GF(q)  satisfies certain  algebraic constraints [8].  In particular,  when q = 2,3, or 4 (for q = 4
one  uses Hermitian self-duality), the weights satisfy divisibility conditions. This situation
is covered  by the Gleason-Pierce  theorem [S,l  11. Although no divisibility restrictions hold
for GF(5),  there  is a theorem also due to Gleason and Pierce for the Lee weight enumerator;
it involves invariants known to Felix Klein [7].  Upon specialization, this theorem has
implications for the Hamming weight enumerator laid out in [7].
More precisely, Theorem 7 of [7]  (whose history, apparently, is uncertain) States the
following: let
f(z)  = 1 + 4z2,
g(z) = z2-z4-2z5+2zu,
h(z) = 5z” - 8~~ - 10z6  + 20z7 + 52’ - 20z9 + 82”.
Then the inhomogeneous weight enumerator of any self-dual code over GF(5)  is an element
of the ring
CIT,  SI @  WY, SI 83 h2W, 81.
Let A(z) = ~~~, Aiz’ denote  the weight enumerator of C, Ai being the number of codewords
of weight i. Then the theorem cited implies that we may write
A = 2 &j-3igl + ,+ 2 ai+&3igi + ,+2 & ai+laf6-3ig’,
i=O i=O i=O
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for some collection of coefficients aa, . . . ,012. Expanding the right side  and equating the
coefficients gives 33 equations connecting the A, and the cl,. The omission of the z term in
f and the z3 term in g implies that Ai = As = 0. (In coding  terms, Ai = 0 is obvious, and
A3 = 0 reflects the fact that no sum of three nonzero  squares in GF(5)  is 0.) It follows that
the best one  could  hope for, as regards finding the a,‘s in terms of the Ai’s, is that Ao, . . . , A 11
determine the CI,‘s. This turns out to be the case. In Sections 4 to 7 we shall determine Aa to
Ai4, describing the corresponding codewords in C geometrically. Then in Section 8 we shall
evaluate A(z) and obtain the enumerator A(z) of C from A(s).
4. SOME NOTATION  AND CODEWOFUX  OF WEIGHT 5 10
In this section we set up some notation  for the rest of the paper and determine al1 codewords
in C of weight 10 or less.
Let A; denote  the number of codewords in C of Hamming weight i. Similarly, let B; and D,
denote  the number of codewords of Hamming weight i in Cl and C \ Cl, respectively. Then
Ai = Bi + D,.
Reca11 that A, denotes  the number of codewords of weight i in the extended code C. Al1 the
lines are extended by the same digit, 2, and SO the differences of two lines (which generate
Cl) are extended by zero. Therefore al1 codewords in C’  are extended by zero. Since  any
codeword in C \ Cl can be written as the sum of an element of CI  and a scalar  multiple of
the all-1 word, we see that al1 codewords in C \ Cl are extended by a nonzero  digit. This
implies that
A,  = B; + LI-,
for 1 5 i 5 31, and A32 = Osi.
We claim that the following table is true.
i 0 1 2 3 4 5  6 7 8 9 10
B; 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1860
Di 0 0 0 0 0 0124 0 0 0 0
The entries for Bi, 0 2 i 5 10, follow from the results stated in the second  paragraph of
Section 2. The entries for Di, 0 2 i 5 6, follow from the results stated in the first paragraph
of Section 2. The entries for D,, 7 5 i 5 9, follow  from Corollary 2.3. It remains to show
that Dl0 = 0.
Let c be a word of C \ Cl of weight 10. If supp(c)  contains a line f,  then c - l3S has
weight 2 8, for some fi E GF(5).  This implies that c - fif = yf’  for some line f’ and
some y E GF(5).  SO c is a combination of two lines, but such sums have  weight 11 unless
0 + y = 0, in which case c is an element of Cl of weight 10. This shows that supp(c)  does
not contain  any lines. By Proposition 2.2, supp(c)  is a blocking set that is not reduced.
Since  any blocking set has size at least 9, supp(c)  = B U {P) where B is a reduced blocking
set of size 9. From Cameron [4],  such a blocking set is unique. The points of a projective
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triangle give us an example of such a blocking set, SO we may assume B is a projective triangle.
Every point of B has two tangents (to B), SO every point of supp(c)  has at least one tangent.
Arguing as in the proof of Proposition 2.2 gives a contradiction. This proves that Dl0 = 0.
5. MINIMAL  CODEWORDS OF WEIGHTS 11-14 IN c*
In this section we shall find al1 minima1 codewords of weight 11, 12, 13, and 14 in CL.
Two types will appear, of weights 12 and 13.
First we make an important observation. For any codeword c E C, if supp(c)  meets an
i-line where i 2 5, or a 4-line with three coefficients equal,  then subtracting the appropriate
scalar  multiple of that line from c leaves us with a codeword of smaller weight. This motivates
the following definition.
Definition. A codeword c E C is said to be minima1 if c cannot be written as c’ + l3e where
c’ E C, w(c’)  < w(c), l?l E GF(5),  and t? is a line.
Since  al1 codewords can be ‘built’ from minima1 codewords, our working assumption in
this section will be that the given codeword is minimal.
Definition. For any codeword c, let rii(c) be the number of entries in c that are equa1 to i. We
cali the vector (nl  (c), nz(c),  nx(c),  q(c)),  which we often write as nl  (c)n2(c)n3(c)n4(c),  the
complexion of c.
Lemma 5.1. Let c E Cl have weight w. Let (nl , n2, n3, n4) be the complexion of c. Then
h,m,n3,nd  = 6(1,2,3,4)  - wU,l,  l,l> (mod5)
.for  some integer <.
Prooj We have
nl + n2 + n3 + n4 = w,
nl + 2n2  + 3n3  + 4n4 E 0 (mod5),
nl + 4n2 + 4n3 + n4 E 0 (mod5),
where the second  relation comes from c . j = 0 (j denotes  the all-1 word) and the third
relation comes from c . c = 0. The first and third relations imply n1  + n4 = 3w and
n2 + n3 = 3w (al1  congruences are modulo 5). Subtracting the first relation from the second
gives n2 + 2n3  + 3n4  = 4w.  Substitution gives n3 + 3n4 E w. Now let < = n1  + w. We get
n4 = 3w - (< - w) = 4w - 7 , = 45 - w, SO n3 = w - 3n4  = w - 3(4w  - <) = 3< - w. Then
n2 E 3w - ng E 21, - w. 0
Given a codeword c E C, for a line e that meets the support of c, we shall cali the coefficients
of the points in &l supp (c) the Zinepattern of !.  In other words, if eri supp (c) = {PI,  . . . , Pk}
and ci  is the entry  of c in position Pi,  then ci c2 . . . ck is called the line pattern of e.
For a minima1 codeword in CL, the only possible line patterns are 14, 113, 122, 1144,
1234,23,  334,244,2233.  (Use the second  paragraph of this section.)
5.1. Minima1 Codewords of Weight 13
Lemma 5.2. Let c E Cl be a minima1  codeword of weiglzt w, where 1 1 5 II:  5 14. Let
ili = rii(c)  be the nuntber of entries of c equo1 to i, for 1 < i < 4. Let < be CIS in Lemmo  5.1.
[f < $ 0 (mod 5),  then one  of the Iti is zero,
Pro05 If < $ 0 (mod .5),  then w G one  of <, 21, 3<, 4<, SO we can scale c SO that II*  3 <
(mod 5). Then 121  E 0, rz2  E w, n3 E 2\v,  ~4 E 3w (mod 5). It is impossible to have nI = 10
(otherwise c is not minimal), SO if 111 # 0 we must have  17,  = 5.
On a point P E c with coefficient 2, suppose there  are 01 lines with line pattern 221 (the
first coefficient corresponds to P), p lines with line pattern 2134, y lines with line pattern 23,
6 lines with line pattern 244, and 8 lines with line pattern 2233.
This implies that 121  = OL  + 6, n? = 1 + 01+ e, 123  = 0 + y + 2c,  11.1  = fl + 26. Since
nl = 5 and nj + 124 E 0 (mod 5) we get 01+ fl = 5 (SO y + 6 + E = 1) and it IIILIS~  be  that
nj+n4=5.Thisis2/3+y+26+2e=5,soy= 1 +6=e=O+ B=2+cx=3. We
conclude that nl  = 5, n2 = 4, n3 = 3, n4 = 2, and CV = 14. This forces the conliguration
Fig. 1
with respect to any point with coefficient 2. But the dotted line shown must have  line pattern
3322, and there  are no such lines on a point with coefficient 2 (E: = 0). This contradiction
proves 121 = 0. cl
Continuing with the assumption that c E Cl is a minima1 codeword with I $ 0 (mod 51,
we have  shown that we can assume nl = 0. All of 112,  n3, n4 are nonzero.  Looking at  the
set of al1 possible line patterns emanating from a point P with coefficient 4, we see only two
possible line patterns, 433 and 442. Suppose there  are cx  lines with line pattern 433 and 6 - O(
lines with line pattern 442 (the first coefficient corresponds to P).
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In either case, these  lines have  two points on them besides P, SO w(c) = 13. Then
ns G 2w G 1 (mod 5), SO OL  = 3. Therefore ni = 0, n2 = 3, n3 = 6, n4 = 4.
Consider now the lines on any point with coefficient 2. It follows from the values of the ni
that we have  the following configuration.
We refer to a point with coefficient 2 as “a 2”, etc. We see that no three of the 4’s (points
with coefficient 4) are collinear, that is, the 4’s are the vertices of a quadrangle. By the above
configuration, the three 2’s are the intersections of the sides of the quadrangle, that is, the 2’s
are the diagonal points. On each of the three lines joining two diagonal points there  are two
points with coefficient 3; these 3’s are not on sides.
Codewords with this configuration do exist, as we shall now prove geometrically. The
previous paragraph implies that the configuration determines that the support arises from a
quadrangle (as explained there).  We describe  the geometry associated  to a quadrangle (the
description may be checked routinely by using coordinates).
The 3 1 points of the plane fa11 into five orbits  under the subgroup of the collineation group
of the plane permuting the four points (the subgroup is isomorphic to &).  These orbits  will
be labeled by letters displayed parenthetically.
The four points are the vertices (V). Pairs of vertices determine six lines, the sides. Opposite
sides (not sharing a vertex) meet in one  of three diagonal points (D). The diagonal points
determine three lines, the diagonals. The sides meet the diagonals in six more points, the
harmonic points (H). Each diagonal has two more points not listed SO far, giving the six
anharmonic points (A). Then the remaining 12 points, the side  points (S), lie in twos on the
sides.
The harmonic points lie in threes on four lines that form a quadrilateral. The lines of the
plane fa11 into orbits  described dually from this quadrilateral, for which the same letters will
be used. For example, a V-point is a vertex of the quadrangle, and a V-line a line of the
quadrilateral. The D-lines are the diagonals of the quadrangle, and the H-lines are its sides.
In the following table, a row shows the number of point-line incidences: Thus each H-line
has 2 V-points, and each H-point is on 2 V-lines. The left side  numbers reca11 the orbit  sizes.
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(This symmetry is due to the existence of a correlation exchanging the quadrangle with the
quadrilateral.)
A D H S V
6A11040
3 0 2 2 2 0 0
6H01122
12 s 2 0 1 2 1
4voo330
As we saw previously, in a conceivable codeword of weight 13 in C-‘- each V-point
must have  coefficient 4, each D-point  must have coefficient 2, and each A-point must have
coefficient 3. We now show how to obtain such a codeword. Let h be the sum of the H-lines
and let s be the sum of the S-lines. Then
A D H S V
h 0 2 1 1 3
S 4 0 2 2 3
11+2s  3 2 0 0 4
SO we see that h + 2 s is such a codeword. The simple count of the number of such codewords
is given in Section 5.3.
5.2. Minima1 Codewords of Weight 12
Let c be a minima1 codeword in CI  of weight w, 11 2 w 5 14. We now assume I E 0
(mod 5) in the conclusion of Lemma 5.1. By Lemma 5.1, nl E n2 E nl E n4 E -w  (mod
5). Clearly w = 11 leads to a contradiction. If w = 13, the only possibility is for one  of the
IZi to be 7, and the others to equa1 2. By scaling  we may assume 111 = 7. Since no three 1’s
can be collinear we must have
Fig. 3 \
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However, examining al1 the possible line patterns shows that there  can be no 2’s. This
contradiction eliminates w = 13.
Next we eliminate w = 14. If one  of the n;  is equa1 to 11 and the others are equa1 to 1,
then there  must be three equa1 coefficients  on a line, contradicting minimality of c. The other
possibility is that two of the ni are equa1 to 6, the other two equa1 to 1. Scale SO that nl = 1.
Let P be the point with coefficient 1, and suppose there  are 01 lines on P with line pattern 14,
fi lines on P with line pattern 122, y lines on P with line pattern 1234. Then n2 = 2/3 + y,
123 = y, 124 = OL  + y. It is impossible for two of n2,  n3,  n4  to equa1 6 and the other to equa1 1.
It remains to consider  w = 12. The only possibility is n1  = n2  = n3  = n4  = 3. We shall
see that such codewords do exist.
On a point P E supp (c) with coefficient 1, suppose there  are cy  lines with line pattern 14,
/3 lines with line pattern 113, y lines with line pattern 122, 6 lines with line pattern 1144, and
8 lines with line pattern 1234. Then 3 = ni = 1 + fi + 6, 3 = n2  = 2-y + c,  3 = n3  =
(3+~,3=n~=oc+26+e.Clearly,6=Oor1.If6=1,then~=1~e=2~n~~3.
So6=0,  f5=2,  e=l,y=l, a=2.
The previous paragraph implies that there  are three lines intersecting c with line pattern
1234, and that with respect to any point with coefficient 1 the pitture is
We claim that these  three 1234 lines are concurrent, and meet at a point not in the support
of c. For if two of these 1234 lines meet in a point with nonzero  coefficient (which cannot be
1 by Figure 4), the same argument as in the previous paragraph leads to a contradiction, since
that point has two 1234 lines on it. And if the three 1234 lines meet in three different points
with coefficient zero, as shown in Figure 5, we must have
Fig. 5
a triangle, but the line through a vertex and a non-vertex on the opposite side  does not hnvc
line sum zero. Therefore the pitture must be
and the three remaining points with coefficient  0 must be collinear (otherwise the line joining
two of them does not have  line sum zero).
We shall now construct codewords as in Figure 6. Let D be the Hamming code of length
6 over GF(5).  The columns of the parity check matrix for D are the points of PGi(5).  Wc
choose
H= 0
[
1 4 4 4 4
1 0 4 3 2 1 1
as a parity check matrix for D, SO
D1={(b,a,4b-n,3b-a,2b-a,b-a):  u,bEGF(5)}.
Any two distinct elements of Dl agree in exactly one  piace. We can set up the elements of
D’- to be 25 lines in 71, the projective plane of order 5. Labe1 the points of 7c as shown in
Figure 7.
We have  also shown the six lines Li through x. The remaining 25 lines of 7c are constructed
as follows: the codeword (x1 ,x2 ,x3, x4, x5, X6) E Dl gives the line which meets L; at the point
on L; labeled by x;.
TO obtain our codeword c of weight 12, we take the points of Li, L-,  and Lj labeled 1.  2,
3, and 4 as the support of c, with the labels as coefficients.  Since the first three coordinatcs 01‘
any element of Dl sum to zero (the way we have set it up), we see that c E C’.
What we have  proved is that codewords of this type are the only codewords of weight 12
in CI.  We can count their number, and we shall do SO in Section 5.3.
It would be interesting to know how the weight 12 codewords constructecl abovc  wc
expressed as a combination of differences of lines. We shall answer this by giving anolhci
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Ll L2 L3 L4 L5  L6
Fig. 7
construction of these  codewords. This construction is more interesting geometrically and
relates the support of a weight 12 codeword to ovals in the dual projective plane. For this
construction we coordinatize the plane. We must pick a line and a point P not on the line, and
show that any three points on this given line together with the point P determine the support
of a weight 12 codeword in Cl. (In Figure 6, P is the 0 common to the three lines, and the
line is the line on the other 0’s.)
We choose P = (0, 0,l) and choose our line to be z = 0. We may assume two of the three
points on z = 0 are (1 ,O,  0) and (0, 1, 0), and we scale SO that the third point is (1 , 1,O). Let
Li denote  the line {(x, y, z)  : y = 0}, let L2 denote  the line {(x, y; z)  : x = y}, and let L3
denote  the line {(x, y, z)  : x = 0} .
Now choose any point (1 , 1, oc), ct  # 0, on L2  and construct a sequence  of points as follows.
Wedenotethelineux+by+cz=Oby[a,b,c].
Join (1, 1, CU) to (0, 1,O). The line is [a, 0, -11,  which meets LI at (l,O,  a) = PI.
Join(1,0,a)to(1,1,0).Thelineis[cx,-oc,-1],whichmeetsL~at(O,1,-~)=Q~.
Join(O,l,-cx)to(l,O,O).  Thelineis[O,cr,l],whichmeetsL~at(l,l,-x)=Pz.
Join (l,l, -a) to (O,l,O).  The line is [01,0,1],  which meets LI  at (l,O,  -0~) = Qi.
Join(l,O,-cx)to(l,l,O). Thelineis[oL,-~,l],whichmeetsLgat(O,l,~)= P3.
Join (0, 1, cx)  to (1 , 0,O). The line is [0, OL, - 11, which meets L2  at (1 , 1,ct)  = Q2.
Ll L2 L3
Fig. 8
In each case we ‘join’ the ‘new’ point to the one of (1 ,O,O), (1, 1 , 0), (0, 1 ,O)  that it is not
already ‘joined’ to. We have  ended back at (1, 1, o()  after six steps. Note that we could  have
started by joining (1, 1, a) to (l,O,  0), and we would get the same six points.
Now form two triangles with the points P I , P2,  P3 and Ql , Q?, Q3.  This determines six
lines, and we claim that these six lines form an oval in the dual plane. TO show this, it is a
simple matter of checking that the six points in the dual plane lie on the quadric
x2  + ,Q  + y2  - 3&’  = 0.
TO facilitate things for the reader  we give the six points in the dual plane: PI PZ  =
[-a,2cc,l];  P,P3 =  [o(,cx,-11;  PzP3  =  [2cx,-cx,l];  Q,Qr =  I-cx2a,-Il;  Q,Q3  =
Ia, a, 11; QzQ3  = PR, -01,  -11.
Reca11  that o( is any nonzero  element of GF(5).  Choosin,0 cc = 1 or o( = 4 will result
in the same six points PI, PZ, Px,  Ql, (22, QJ. But choosing o( = 2 or cx = 3 will
give us another six points, and therefore another oval in the dual plane. Cali these six
points RI, R?,  R3,  SI, Sx,  S3,  where the Ri  is the intersection of L; with QjQk, with
j # i, k # i. Similarly, let Si = Li n PjPk.  Then a codeword of  weight 12 with support
{Pi,Qi,SipRi  : i = 1,2,3}  isgiven by
(PIPz  + P1p3  + p2p3)  - (QiQ2  + QIQJ  + QzQ3).
Each Pi  has coefficient 2, each Qi has coefficient 3, each Ri  has coefficient 4 and each Si
has coefficient 1. The six lines involved form an oval in the dual plane. Note that we chose
PiPj  and QiQj as our six lines. The dual oval formed by the lines RiRj  and SiSj also gives rise
to a scalar multiple of the same weight 12 codeword. A further obsèrvation  is that the same
dual oval (with lines Pil’i  and QiQj, say) can give rise to different codewords of weight 12 by
assigning signs differently. Above we assigned + 1 to the lines PiPj  and - 1 to the lines QiQj.
In all, there  are (3) different ways to assign the signs.
In Section 5.3 we shall count the number of these codewords.
We cannot resist making a geometrie  observation. The six lines in the dual oval are a
conic  and SO no three are concurrent. There  are 21 points on the supports of these six lines.
It  is straightforward to check that the remaining 10 points in the plane form a Desargues
configuration!
Remark.  We mention  here how the above  constructions generalize to the Desarguesian
plane of order p.  The first construction of weight 12 codewords gives codewords of weight
3(p - 1). The second  construction, from ovals  in the dual plane, gives codewords of weight
0, + l>@  + 3)/4.
5.3. Counting
In Sections 5.1 and 5.2 we explicitly determined how al1 minimal codewords of weights
1 l-14 in CL arise. In this section we use our descriptions to count the numbers of minimal
codewords. We saw that there  are no minima1 codewords of weights 1 1 or 14 in Cl.
First let us count weight 12 codewords. We saw that any configuration like
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Fig. 9 1
(with zeros at the four points of intersection) supports a minima1 weight 12 codeword (which
determines the configuration uniquely). Furthermore, since two such words with the same
support can be scaled to agree in at least three places, there  is exactly one codeword with this
support. (Their differente would be a word in CL of weight smaller than 10, but there  are
no such words.) Therefore we need only count supports and allow for scalar multiples. The
number of such codewords is
.25.4=62,000,
where we first choose P, then three lines on P, then the fourth line, and then scale.
We can also arrive  at this figure using our second  construction, and thereby provide  a check.
We saw that any oval in the dual plane gives rise to a weight 12 codeword. As in the previous
paragraph, we need only count supports and allow for scalars.  The number of ovals is easily
seen to be 3 100. and SO the number of codewords is
.2/2= 62,000,
where we first choose an oval,  then assign signs (see Section 5.2),  and then scale (there  are
only two scalar multiples since multiplying by - 1 interchanges things). Finally, we divide
by 2 because each codeword arises from two dual ovals.
A third way to arrive  at this figure is to observe that the automorphism group of the plane
(which is PGL3(5))  acts transitively on the configurations of Figure 9. The stabilizer of one
of these  configurations is isomorphic to Ss x GF(5)*,  SO the number of such configurations is
$PGLz(5)I  = & .372,000  = 15,500.
Secondly, we shall count the number of minima1 codewords of weight 13 in CL. We showed
in Section 5.1 that a quadrangle determines such a codeword, and every such codeword is
determined in this way. There  is a 1 - 1 correspondence between supports and quadrangles,
because if two such codewords have  the same support they can be scaled to agree in at least
4 places and subtracted (again,  there  are no words in CL with weight smaller than 10).
The number of ordered  quadrangles is 3 1.30.25  .16,  SO the number of minima1 codewords
of weights  13 in C* is
4 31.30.25.16
24 >
=62 ooo
, >
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where we multiply by 4 for scalar multiples.
Again, we could  view this count in terms of the automorphism group. The group PG&(5)
is transitive on quadrangles, and the stabilizer of a quadrangle is isomorphic to Sq, SO the
number of quadrangles is IPGL3(5)I/  IS41  = 15,500, giving 62,000 codewords.
Remark.  There  is in fact a matching of the minima1 codewords in C’  of weights 12 and
13. It is not hard to see that adding a line and subtracting another line to a weight 12 gives a
weight 13. This matching accounts for the numbers of each weight being equal.
6. MINIMAL  CODEWORDS OF WEIGHTS 11-14 NOT IN C*
The goal of this section is the determination of the codewords in its title. It will turn out
that there  is only one  type, of weight 13.
Let c E C \ Cl and scale c to be in the coset j +C’, j the all-1 word. Then c . f = 1 for
any line tJ, and c. c = 1.  Suppose that c is minimal. This restriction on c, along with c. e = 1,
limits the possible line patterns in c to:
1, 24, 33, 114, 123, 222, 344, 1122, 1244, 1334, 2234.
Since an art in the plane has at most six points [1, Theorem 1.5.11,  these line patterns show
that each of ni , n3, and n4 is at most 6 (otherwise c is not minimal).
The first claim is that c has no 3. For suppose it did. Of the six lines through a chosen 3,
let oL have  pattern 33; l3,123;  y, 344; 6,1334; and E, 2234. Then
~+l3+y+6+~=6, (6. 1)
and if c has weight w,
c~+2fi+2y+36+3c  = w- 1.
The condition c. c = 1 yields 4 + 4~ + 2-y + 6 + 4e - 1 (mod 5),  or
(6.2)
(6.3)
We also have  these equations for the complexion of c:
nI = /3+6,
n2 = Pt-k,
nj = 01+6+1,
n4 =,2y+6+c.
(6.4)
A key point is that equations (6.4),  along with (6. l), uniquely determine 01,  /3, y, 6, and c in
terms of the rz;.  Thus the counts  of line patterns at al1 the 3’s are the same.
Since n4 5 6, we have  2y + 6 5 6. Thus, as u: + e 5 6 also, (6.3) implies that
OL+E=2y+b+t, (6.5)
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where either t = 3 or t = -2. Now solve (6.1),  (6.2),  and (6.5) for 01,  /3, and y to get
a = 6+E:+13-w,
p = -26-3e+(t+3w-27)/2, (6.6)
y = e+(13-t-w)/2.
It must be that t + w is odd. Taking into account the restrictions on the values, we get the
following 13 possibilities, tabulated along with the ni.
case w 33 123 344 1334 2234 nl  n2  n3  n4
1 112 2 2 0 0 2 2 3 4
2 113 0 2 1 0 1 0 5 5
3 122 3 0 0 1 3 5 3 1
4 123 10 1 1 2 3 5 2
5 123 0 1 0 2 0 4 4 4
6  1 3 0 5  1 0  0 5 5 1 2
7 131 3 1 1 0 4 3 3 3
8 132 11 2 0 3 1 5 4
9 131 2 2 0 1 2 4 2 5
10 13 2 0 2 1 1 1 2 4 6
11 141 3 0 0 2 3 7 2 2
12 14 2 1 0 1 2 2 5 4 3
13 142 0 1 0 3 0 6 3 5
These can al1 be ruled out by ad-hoc arguments, with some common threads:
Cases 2, 4, 7: is odd, but 6 = 1, SO the 3’s can be paired by the 1334 lines.n3
Cases 5, 9, 10, 12, 13: The 4’s in pairs determine n&z~ - 1) / 2 lines which must have
pattems 344 or 1244. The number of 344 lines is yq,  and the rest are 1244 lines. Various
things go wrong. In cases 5 and 13, there  are no 1’s  available. In case 9, at least three of the
six 1244 lines must go through one  of the two l’s, which would force six 4’s; and in case 10,
the seven 1244 lines would al1 go through the 1, which is even worse. In case 12, three 1’s
would be needed for the three 1244 lines (from n4  = 3).
Case 1: The line on the 2’s would have  to have  pattern 1122, there  being no 2234. But the
two 123 lines show the two 1’s  and two 2’s can’t be collinear.
Case 3: The three 2234 lines al1 have  to go through the 4, necessitating six 2’s.
Case 6: A line joining a 1 and a 4 must have  pattem 114, there  being no 1334 and the two
4’s determining a 344 rather than a 1244. But the 114 lines through one  4 would pair the five
1’s.
Case 8: The 2 would be on five 123 lines (one  for each 3),  but there  are only three 1’s.
Case 11: The two 4’s would determine a 1244 line, as there  is no 344 line. With each of the
two remaining l’s, a 4 must determine a 114 line, there  being no 1334 line. But that would
require both 4’s to be on the line joining the two 1 ‘s.
Therefore c has no 3’s and the available line pattems drop to 1, 24, 114, 222, 1122, and
1244. There  must be 4’s. For if not, there  would have  to be 2’s. Suppose a 2 is on o( lines with
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pattern 222 and 6 - o( with pattern 1122. Then c. c = 1 gives 4 + 3a + 6 - OL  = 1 (mod 5),
and OL  E 3 (mod 5). SO OL  = 6 - o( = 3, and w = 16, too high.
Now take a 4 in c and let 0: lines through it have  pattern 24; fl, 114; and y, 1244. Then
K+fi+y=6,andc.c= limplies1+4~+2fi+y~ l(mod5).Hence,fi~y+2(mod
5), SO that either fi = y + 2 or 0 = y - 3. In addition, w = 1 + cx  + 26 + 3y = 7 + (3 + 2~.
Thus either w = 3y + 9 or w = 3y + 4. With 11 < w 5 14, w and y are pinned down:
either w = 12 and y = 1, or w = 13 and y = 3. But if w = 12, 111 = 2/3 + y = 7, which is
too large (c being minimal). SO the only possibility is VI, = 13, K = 3, fi = 0, y = 3, and
nl = 3, 122 = 6, 124 = 4. Al1 four 4’s show this arrangement.
There  is indeed such a word of weight 13 in C, describable from the quadrangle geometry
of Section 5. The 4’s must be the vertices  of a quadrangle, and the 1244 lines the six sides.
Since  nl = 3, the 1’s must be the diagonal points. The diagonal lines must have  patterns
1122. The six 2’s have  to be the harmonic points. TO see that this prescription really gives a
codeword, let d be the sum of the D-lines (diagonals) and v the sum of the V-lines, as before.
From the table in Section 5.1 giving point-line incidences, one  finds the required word to be
d f v - j .
The plane contains 15,500 quadrangles (Section 5.3) and thus with scaling  allowed, there
are 62,000 minima1 codewords of weight 13 not in Cl.
7. ALL CODEWORDS OF WEIGHT 11-14
In this section we shall determine al1 codewords in C-‘- and C \ C-‘- of weights Il, 12, 13,
and 14. In the previous sections we have  determined al1 the minima1 codewords of these
weights, and this is our starting point. Al1 other codewords are formed by adding scalar
multiples of lines to minima1 codewords. We shall find al1 possible ways to do this.
7.1. Codewords of Weight 11
Let c E C be a non-minima1 codeword of weight 11. Then c = c’ + fie where c’ has
weight less than 11, fi E GF(5),  and e is a line. From Section 4, c’ is either (a  scalar multiple
of) a line or the differente of two lines, and SO c is a linear combination of either two or
three lines. Linear combinations of three lines have  weight 13, 14, or 15, SO c = fie + fi’e’
where fi, /3’  E GF(5),  and e, !?  are lines. Such linear combinations have  weight 11 unless
fl + (3’  = 0 (in which case the weight is 10). This shows that the number of non-minima1
codewords of weight 11 is (T) . 3 . 4, and as explained in Section 4, they al1 lie in C \ C-‘-.
From Sections 5 and 6 we know that there  are no minima1 codewords of weight 1 1. We
conclude that
B,,  = 0, D,,  =
31
0 2
.3  ‘4  = 5580.
7.2. Codewords of Weight 12
Let c E C be a non-minima1 codeword of weight 12. Then c = c’ + /3e where c’ has weight
less than 12, fi E GF(5),  and e is a line. From Section 7.1 and Section 4 we know what c’ is: c’
must be a linear combination of one or two lines. But then c is a linear combination of two 01
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three lines. Linear combinations of two lines have  weight 10 or 11, and linear combinations
of three lines have  weight 13, 14, or 15. Hence there  are no non-minima] codewords in C
of weight 12. We determined the numbers of minima1 codewords of weight 12 in C’- and
C \ Cl in Sections 5 and 6. We conclude that
Bi2 = 62,000, Dl2 = 0.
‘7.3.  Codewords of Weight 13
Let c E C be a non-minima1 codeword of weight 13. Then c = c’ + Pt! where w(c’)  5 12,
l3 E GF(5),  and e is a line. From Sections 4, 7.1, and 7.2, we know what the strutture of c’
must be. It follows that c is either a linear combination of three lines, or a minima1 codeword
of weight 12 plus a scalar  multiple of a line.
First let us dea1 with the case that c is a linear combination of three lines. If
c = oi,e, + Lu,& + Lu&,
where OLÀ E GF(5)  and t?i is a line, then for c to have  weight 13 it is necessary  and sufficient
that the three lines are not concurrent and exactly two of 0~~  + a2, o(~ + a3, o(~  + o(~  are
zero. The number of ways to choose  three (ordered) non-concurrent lines is 31 . 30 . 25, SO
the number of codewords is
31.30.25.3.4
3!
= 46,500.
If al = 012 = 1 and o(3  = 4, the complexion is 8104.
Secondly, we consider  the case that c = c’ + fif where c’ is a minima1 codeword of weight
12; SO c’ E Cl. We shall present c’ by drawing its three 4-lines.
Fig. 10
There  are only two ways to add a multiple of a line to c’ and obtain a codeword of weight
13:
(1) Add any multiple of a 4-line,
(2) Add a multiple of a 3-line.  The multiple of the 3-line is determined.
For example, we must add 3 times a 122 line in order to get weight 13, because the two
points with coefficient 2 must end up with coefficient 0.
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It remains to determine how many codewords are constructed by (1) and (2).
(1) There  are three 4-lines and we may add any scalar multiple, SO we obtain twelve
weight 13 codewords in this way from a given weight 12, c’. However, it is possible that a
given weight 13 might arise in this way from more than one  weight 12. TO see if we have
overcounted, let us start with a weight 13 codeword c which has been obtained in this way.
Without loss of generality we may assume c is
Fig. 11
where the top 4-line has been added to the weight 12 codeword c’. This line is now a 5-line
with two coefficients  equal.  There  are three such lines, and any one  of them can be subtracted
to yield a different minima1 weight 12 codeword. Therefore c arises in three ways, and the
tota1 number of weight 13 codewords of this type is
62,000. 12
3
= 248,000.
These weight 13 codewords have  complexion 4333.
(2) Reca11 that a minima1 weight 12 codeword has twelve 3-lines, which are in three groups
of four such that the four lines in each group meet off the support. One  group of four lines is
shown in Figure 12.
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Suppose we add 3 times the 221 3-line.  The resulting weight 13 codeword is shown in
Figure 13. Note that the complexion is 2164 and that the 3-line becomes a 4-line with three
coefficients equal.
Since  there  are twelve 3-lines, we obtain twelve weight 13 codewords in this way from one
minima1 weight 12 codeword. As in (l), it is possible that a given weight 13 might arise in this
way from more than one  weight 12. TO see if we have  overcounted, let us start with a weight
13 as in Figure 13. This codeword has no 5-lines,  SO the only way to subtract a multiple of
a line and lower the weight is to subtract a 4-line with three coefficients equal.  How many
such lines are there?  In general, the three equa1 coefficients will be the scalar which occurs
six times, which is 3 in Figure 13. By considering  al1 lines joining two points with coefficient
3, it is not hard to see that there  are four lines with line pattern 3334. Therefore our given
codeword arises in four ways, and the tota1 number of weight 13 codewords of this type is
62,000. 12
4
= 186,000.
It is clear from the constructions of the sums of three lines and the codewords in (1) and
(2), that al1 of these  codewords lie in C \ CL (they are a multiple of a line added to a member
of Cl).
Finally, we can calculate  Bts  and D 1s.  Reca11  from Sections 5 and 6 that there  are 62,000
minima1 codewords of weight 13 in Cl, and the same number in C \ CL. Putting al1 this
together gives
B,3 = 62,000,
D,3 = 46,500+248,000+  186,000+62,000  = 542,500.
7.4. Codewords of Weight 14
By the results of Sections 5 and 6, none of the codewords of weight 14 are minimal. One
may hope to classify them in terms of the lines which combine with them to lower their
weights. The sorting is refined by the complexions.
There  are two obvious types of words of weight 14: combinations of three or four lines.
A combination of three lines must be a scalar multiple of l?t + 2tY2  + 3t!3, with the ei three
non-concurrent lines. The complexion is 445 1. There  is one  6-line,  t’r  , with pattern 111134,
and two 5-lines: t?z,  with pattern 22223, and t?s with pattern 33334. Al1 other lines are 2-lines
or 3-lines.  Thus the three t?; and their coefficients are determined by the word. There  are
3 1 . 30 .25 / 6 choices for the &, 4 choices for the coefficients when scaling  is allowed, and 6
ways of assigning them to the Q, for a tota1 of 93,000 words. These words are not in C-‘-.
For a combination of four lines, no three of the lines can be concurrent, and the word must
be a scalar multiple of a combination t?r + l!z  - t!s  - t$.  The word is in Cl, and the complexion
is 6116. This word has no 5-line or 6-line,  since each t?i is a 4-line.  The 1’s determine ft and
t?z,  and the 4’s determine t?s and &.  The ei form a quadrilatera1 and the number of ways of
choosing them is 3 1.30.25.16  / 4! (as for quadrangles in Sections 5 and 6). The arrangement
of signs can be done  6 ways, but scaling  only doubles the number: there  are 186,000 such
words.
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We need the complexions of the words of weight 13, and they come from earlier descri-
ptions.
The minima1 13 in Cl (Section 5.1): 0364.
The minima1 13 in C \ C’  (Section 6): 3604.
A combination of three lines (Section 7.3): 8 104.
A minima1 12 plus a 4-line (Section 7.3): 4333.
A minima1 12 plus a 3-line (Section 7.3): 2 164.
Scaling  produces the cycle ( 1243) in the complexions.
First we characterize these  line combinations.
Proposition 7.1. Let w(c) = 14 and suppose c hm n 6-line.  The]? c is CI  combination of three
lines.
Pro06  If f! is the 6-line,  and if e has three equa1 coefficients o(,  then 8 < N(C  - c&>  5 11. By
Sections 4 and 7.1, c - ote is a combination of two lines and then c is a combination of three.
If e has just a pair of equa1 coefficients (x,  w(c  - OLÀ) = 12. By Section 7.2, the strutture  of
c - 0cJJ is that given in Section 5.2. But there  is no line C for which adding &!  to such a word
produces a word of weight 14 having e as a 6-line. ?
Lemma 7.2. Let c E j SCI, with w(c) = 14. Then rnoclulo 5, c hm one  oJ‘ the following
complexions: 0130,1314,2043,3222,4401.
Proo&  Following the pattern in Lemma 5.1, we have
n1+n2+n3+n4 = 14,
n 1+ 2122  + 3123  + 4n4 E 1 (mod 5),
121  +4n2+4nx+n4 E l(mod5),
the last congruente from c . c = 1. Reading the equation modulo 5, we get the five solutions.
cl
Proposition 7.3. I”  c E j $-Cl  crnrl \v(c) = 14, then c hm either a 5-line  or ct 6-line.
Proo&  Suppose not. Let pi be the number of i-lines of c. By equations (2.1),  (2.2),  and (2.3),
we have  ~3 = 38 - 3c~q, ~2 = 3~~  - 23, and p1 = 16 - ~4.  Thus 8 < ~4 5 12. A point in
the support of c is on at most four 4-lines, but in fact it cannot be on four. For if SO, the other
two lines through it are a 1-line  and a 2-line, and that is inconsistent.  Thus 4~4 < 3 . 14, and
~4 < 10. Moreover, a 1 in c cannot be on two 1-lines. Thus from ~1 2 6, there  are at least
six 1’s  in c.
The presente of six 1’s and the congruences of Lemma 7.2 force the complexion of c to
be one  of (10)130,  6314, 7043, 8222, or 4444. Because c is not minimal, it must contain  a
4-line e with pattern 1113, 2333, or 4444. If e has pattern 4444, w(c  + e) = 12. That would
make c + e E Cl (Section 7.2),  and yet c + e has coefficient  sum 2. This rules out the pattern
4444 for e. SO e must contain  a 3, and complexion 9401 is eliminated. Al1 the complexions
except 6314 have  at least seven 1’s and therefore a 1113 line. But 6314 cannot have  a 2333
line, SO it also has a 1113 line. Thus c must have  a line e with pattern 1113. In moving to
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c - f,  the pattern changes from 1113 to 244, the weight goes to 13, and the four remaining
complexions change to 7222,3406,4135,  and 5314.
Only 3406 represents a legitimate word of weight 13 (in Cl).  It is one  described in Section
5.1, scaled, and is represented (as there) by the following table.
A D H S V
4 1 0 0 2
The lines in this word with pattern 244 are the S-lines, SO f is an S-line. An S-line goes
through one  H-point, which lies on some D-line. If we add the S-line f to get c, we put a 1 at
the H-point. But the D-line was a 4-line, and it becomes a 5-line in c, contrary  to assumption.
0
Before proceeding, we need the analogue of Lemma 7.2 for Cl, which follows directly
from Lemma 5.1:
Lemma 7.4. Suppose c E CL and w(c) = 14. Then modulo 5, c has one  of the complexions
1111,2340,3024,4203,  or 0432.
Proposition 7.5. Zf  c E CL and w(c) = 14, then ifc  contains no 5-line  or 6-line, c is a
combination offour lines.
ProoJ: Once again,  c has a 4-line f with three equa1 coefficients, and we may scale c to make
the line pattern 3444. Adding f? changes the pattern to 114 and changes the weight to 13.
Modulo 5, the complexions listed in Lemma 7.4 change as in the following table.
llCll C+e  3104
2340 4333
3024 0012
4203 1241
0432 2420
The third and fifth entries for c + f do not correspond to words of weight 13. The first one
represents 3604 or 8104; but 8104 is the combination of three lines and would make c the
desired combination of four.
In the case of complexion 3604 for c + f,  c has complexion 1616. Because nl  = n3 = 1,
the patterns possible for the lines through the 1 are 14, 122, and 1234. There  must be exactly
one  1234. The rest would have  to be 14 to have  six 4’s. But then there  is only one  2, SO this
case is out.
The second  and fourth entries for c + l? must represent 4333 and 6241. The corresponding
complexions for c are then 2345 and 4253. Scaling,  we may assume c has complexion 3524
and a line with pattern either 1112 or 2224.
The possible patterns for the lines through a 1 are 14, 113, 122, 1112, 1144, 1234, and
1333. (Those for other coefficients may be obtained by scaling.)  Suppose first that c has a
line with pattetn 1112. Through a given 1, then, let 01 lines have  pattern 14, l3, 122, and
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y, 1234 (the other patterns are missing because al1 1’s have  been used and né = 2). Then
oi+p+y = 5,
2/3+y = 112-  1=4,
y = n3 = 2,
cc+y  = nj=4.
Thus a = 2, l3 = 1, and y = 2.
It follows that each 3 is on three lines with patterns 1234, one  for each 1. There  are only
two 2’s a 3, and a 4 left for the other three lines through the 3, SO their patterns are 23, 23,
and 334. Single out that 4 on the line of the two 3’s: it is on three lines with patterns 14,
again one  for each 1. That leaves two lines left through the 4 to accommodate  the other eight
points in the support of c, and a 5-line or a 6-line is forced (we hope the reader  has drawn a
diagram!).
Thus we may take it that c has no line with pattern 1112, but it does have  one  with pattern
2224. If it has two such lines, they meet in a 2. Since al1 the 2’s are on these two lines, the
only pattern possible for a line through this 2 and a 1 is 1234. But there  would be three such
lines and then too many 3’s (not to mention  too high a weight). SO there  is one  line with
pattern 2224.
This time, take a 2 off that line. Of the lines through the 2, let 01 have  pattern 122; fi, 23;
y, 2233; 6, 1234; and c,  244. Then
a+B+y+6+s = 6,
oc+  6 = IZI = 3,
a+y = PZ*-1=4,
p f2y + 6 = n3 = 2,
6+2e = il4  = 5.
This system, however, does not have  an integer-valued solution, and we have  completed  the
proof. cl
The remaining possibility for a codeword c of weight 14 is that it has no 6-line,  but it does
have  a 5-line f.  If four of the coefficients of c on C are the same, CC, then w(c  - ctf)  5 11.
From the classification of codewords of weight at most 11, c is a combination of three lines
(and thus has a 6-line).
Suppose c has a 5-line I with three (but not four) coefficients the same, CL Then w(c  - &) =
12, and c - cxf  is one  of the words of Section 5.2, with e as a 3-line.  Thus such a word c is
produced  by taking a word t of weight 12, selecting a 3-line tZ,  whose pattern necessarily has
the form (40()(3~~)(30()  for some a, and adding c&. In the resulting word c, f is the only 5-line
(the support of c is contained  in the union of four lines); and CX,  the coefficient  used, appears
on P three times. SO the ingredients CX,  t, and e can be uniquely determined from c. We count
the number of these  codewords by observing that there  are 62,000 choices for t, each having
twelve 3-lines.  In summary:
Proposition 7.6. Let c be a codeword of weight 14 with a 5-line  having one  coc$ficient
appearing exactly three times. Then c is a combination of a word of weight 12 und one  of its
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3-lines. There are 744,000 such words. Their complexions are 1643 (and its scalings), and
they are in C \ Cl.
Now suppose c has a 5-line t? with no coefficient  appearing three times. If c E Cl, we may
scale c to make the pattern of f 11224. If c $ Cl, we scale c to be in j+C’.  Then f has one  of
the pattems 11234, 12233, or 23344. If the pattern is 11234, c - f E Cl and w(c  - f)  = 13.
In c - f,  f would have  pattem 1234. But c - f must be one  of the minima1 weight 13 words in
Cl from Section 5.1, and these show only three different nonzero  coefficients.  Thus 11234
is out.
Consider first the case that c E Cl, t’  having pattern 11224. As in Proposition 7.5, we list
the possible complexions of c modulo 5 and the resulting complexions, also modulo 5, after
subtracting f or 21.
c c - e c - 21
1 1 1 1  1 4 2 1  4022*
2 3 4 0  2100*  0201*
3024 3334 1430
4203 4013 2114
0 4 3 2  0242*  3 3 4 3
If c has a given complexion, both the ones for c - I and c - 21 must correspond to words
of weight 13. The ones marked * do not; SO only 3024 and 4203 are possible.
Since  c contains 2’s on t?, however, 3024 must correspond to 3524. Then 1430 in that row
corresponds to 1435, which is not the complexion of a word of weight 13. The 4013 in the
fourth row could  correspond to either 4063 or 4018. But 4018 represents a combination of
three lines, making c a combination of four. We have  covered  that case before Proposition
7.1: c would not have  a 5-line.  Thus the only possibility remaining is that c has complexion
4253 and c - f is a minima1 word of weight 13 with complexion 4063.
In that word of weight 13, t? has become a line with pattem 1134. In the quadrangle
notation, this word has the same description as the word at the end of Section 6, scaled by 4.
A D H S V
0 4 3 0 1
According  to Table 1 in Section 5.1, t!  must be an H-line. The line f is the one  joining
the two 2’s in c, and the scalar  multiple by which e is to be subtracted from c is the other
duplicated digit on f.  There  are 15,500 quadrangles, each with 6 H-lines, and 4 scalings are
allowed.
Thus we have:
Proposition 7.7. Let c E Cl and let w(c) = 14. Suppose c has no 6-line,  but that c does
have a 5-line  with no digit appearing three times. Then c is a combination of a minima1 word
of weight 13 in C \ Cl and one  of its H-lines. Its complexion is a scaling  of 2345. There are
372,000 such words.
Finally, in the remaining case, let c E j +C*  with w(c) = 14, and suppose c has no 6-line,
but that c has either a 5-line e with pattern 12233 or a 5-line I’ with pattern 23344. We take
the possible complexions for c, modulo 5, from Lemma 7.2 and determine the complexions
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modulo 5 for the four ways of subtracting a multiple of C or C’ to produce a word of weight
13.
c-2e c - 3 1  c-3?  c-4e’
Ol;O 1 4 2 1  4022* 2114 1020*
1314 2100* 0201* 3343 2204*
2043 3334 1430 4022* 3433
3222 4013 2114 0201* 4112
4401 0242* 3343 1430 0341
Once again,  a * marks a complexion modulo 5 that does not correspond to a word of weight
13. Three possibilities remain:  complexions 2043 and 3222, modulo 5, with a line E with
pattern 12233; and complexion 4401, modulo 5, with a line e’  having pattern 23344.
As I?  contains 3’s in the third case, the actual complexion must be 445 1 and that of c - 4&‘,
5341. But 5341 is not the complexion of a word of weight 13. Similarly, 2043 must correspond
to 2543, giving c - 31 the impossible complexion 1435. The 4013 in the remaining case
must correspond to 4063, the alternative 40 18 making c a combination of four lines (such a
combination for weight 14 has to be in Cl).
Thus it can only be that c has complexion 3272 and c - 2f!  is exactly the type of minima1
word of weight 13 as in Proposition 7.7. Again e becomes an H-line in c - 2e, but of course
we get c by adding 21, not e. The two 2’s determine e, and they in turn can be identified as
having 2 times the digit that appears three times. Thus C, the coeffìcient of e in the subtraction,
and the codeword of weight 13 are uniquely determined by c. SO we get the same number of
words as before:
Proposition 7.8. Suppose c E C \ CL and w(c) = 14. Assume that c has no 6-line,  hut  that it
does have a 5-line  with no digit on it three times. Then c is cl comhination of a minimal  word
of weight 13 in C \ CL and one  of its H-lines.  The complexion of c is CI  scnling  of 2237, and
there are 372,000 of these  words.
We summarize these  results by giving representative complexions and counts:
1544: 93,000 words in C \ CL
1661 : 186,000 words in CL
1643 : 744,000 words in C \ CL
2345 : 372,000 words in CL
2237 : 372,000 words in C \ CL
Thus the totals for words of weight 14 are B 14 = 558,000, DM = 1,209,000, and
AM  = 1,767,OOO.
8. THE ENUMERATOR OBTAINED
Here is a list of the codeword counts  determined in the preceding sections for those weights
w for which there  are any codewords.
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W ‘4, B,, D,
0 1 1 0
6 124 0 124
10 1,860 1,860 0
11 5,580 0 5,580
12 62,000 62,000 0
13 604,500 62,000 542 500>
14 1,767,OOO 558,000 1,209,OOO
In the extension of C to C, the digit adjoined to a member c of C is 2(c.  j). Consequently,
Ai = Bi + Di-1  as in Section 4. We thus have  the values
A,, = 1 Alo = 1,860 A*s  = 62,000
Al = 124 Al2 = 6 7 , 5 8 0  A,4 =  1,100,500.
The Ai not displayed for i 5 14 are 0 .
Now we solve for the coefficients  ni introduced  in Section 3, obtaining the values
ao = 1 a4 = 400,535/32 ag = 40,357/  16
al =  - 6 4 ag = -15,729/8 ag = -2,655/2
a2 = 1,264 a6 = 16 alo = 2,639/32
a3 = -16,325/2 a7 = -959/2 aIl = -3,787/8
aI2 = 743/2.
Then we compute  the weight enumerator A(z) and see:
AO = 1 A,, = 0
Al = 0 212 = 67,580
A2 = 0 Al3 = 62,000
A3 = 0 At4= 1,100,500
A4 = 0 A,5 = 3,494,940
A5 = 0 ~416  = 18,026,500
Afj = 0 A,7 = 60,755,040
A7  = 124 iil8  = 216,318,OOO
A8  = 0 Al9 = 613,490,OOO
Ag = 0 ,420 = 1,669,922,880
AIO = 1,860 A2, = 3,623,466,000
A22 =
A23 =
A24 =
A25 =
A26 =
A21 =
A28 =
A29 =
A30 =
A31 =
A32 =
7,608,852,660
12,687,385,500
19,672,786,000
24,597,495,724
26,928,026,000
23,661,618,620
17,048,822,000
9,318,398,500
3,776,625,220
960,194,OOO
120,980,976.
The reader  may have  noticed that 014 (which took some effort to find!) was not used in
these  computations. However, Al4 = B14 + Dl4 will be needed in the fina1 computation of
the enumerator of C.
TO dea1 with the MacWilliams transform more smoothly, we shall switch to homogeneous
weight enumerators. Thus the enumerator of C will be written as
A = A(x,Y)  = CAix3’-‘y’.
i=O
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B is the enumerator of C-r-, and
32
A = CAiX32-iyi
i=o
is that of c. With this notation, D = A - B.
Let ti be the space of homogeneous  polynomials in x and y. Let M be the transformation
of ‘FI  of order 2 given by the substitution
x + 4y
x’T,
X - Y
y+T*
The MacWilliams Theorem [8 Chapter 5, Section 61  says that if W is the weight enumeratoi
of an [n,  k] code over GF(5)  and IVI is the enumerator of the dual code, then
WI = 5-k+”  / ‘M( W).
We shall need a general description of members H E ‘H of even degree for which M(H) =
-H. Its derivation is analogous to those involved in Gleason’s theorems 18  Chapter 19,
Section 31, and we shall sketch the steps. Let 7 = (1 + &)/2, the golden ratio, and let
7’=(l-JJ)/2.Thenif1(=x-27’yandv=x-27y,M(~1)=11andM(v)=-v.One
may change  variables to u and v and conclude that if H has degree 2rn and M(H) = -H, then
H is a linear combination of the monomials (uv)(u’)“‘-‘-~(v~)‘.
Now u2 = (x2  + 4~‘) - 47’(xy  - y2),  v2  = (x2 + 4~‘) - 47(xy  - y’), and UV = x2 - 2xy - 4.~‘.
We arrive  at
Lemma 8.1. Let H E  7-l  and M(H) = -H where H has degree 2m. Then for suitrrble
coeficients  h;
,,1-  1
H = (x’  - 2xy  - 4y2)  1  h;(x’ +  4y2)“‘-‘-‘(xy  - y’)‘.
i=O
We have
B = 5-‘6+3’  / 2M(A) = &A),
Js
by the MacWilliams Theorem. From Ai = Bi  + Di-1  we obtain
‘4 = xB+yD=xB+y(A-B)
= yA+@+f(A)
= yA  +M(yA).
Of course,  M(A) = A (as this shows), SO
M(yA-fA)  = -  (yA+).
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Apply the lemma to yA  - $A and, for transparency, go back to the inhomogeneous polynomials
(putting z = y /X and using the same polynomial letters). We get
ti(z)  _  iÀ(z)  = (1 - 22 - 42’)  2 hi(1 + 4Z2)‘5-i(Z - z2)i>
CO
or, with the left side  written out and z - z2 = z(1 - z>,
g(Ai-1  - Ai / 2)~’ = (1 - 2~ - 4Z*)  F hi(1 + 4Z2)‘5-‘(  1 - Z)iZ’.
i=O i=O
What is supposed to be transparent is that the equations for the hi obtained by equating
coefficients  of zi on the two sides, for 0 5 i 2 15, are triangular. Consequently, the hi are
determined by the values of Ai-1 - Ai  / 2 for 0 5 i 2 15 (A-1 = 0). Now the need for Al4
appears! Solving these  equations produces
ho = -1/2 h5 = -1804 hl0  - -89,398
hl = 0 h6 = 1,720 hl, = -71,190
hZ = 28 h7 = 16,838 hl2 = 17,412
h3  = 52 hg  = 21,342 hl3 = 53,808
h4  = -504 hg = -25,794 hl4 = -4,246
hs  = -33,834.
We expand and collect the terms on the right, obtaining ~~~, Hiz’, and produce Ai  =
Hi+ t + &+t / 2. The result is the goal of the paper, the weight enumerator of the code of the
projective plane of order 5 over GF(5):
AO = 1 AII = 5,580 A22  =
Al  = 0 A12  = 62,000 A23  =
A2  = 0 A13  = 604,500 A24  =
A3  = 0 .414 = 1>767,000 A25  =
A4 = 0 Al5 = 11,895,940 A26  =
A5  = 0 Al6 = 41,085,540 A21  =
A6  = 124 A17  = 148,242,OOO A28  =
A, = 0 Al8 = 465 > 620,000 A29 =
Ag  = 0 A19  = 1,279,819,500 A30  =
As = 0 A20  = 3,020,794,380 A31 =
AIO = 1,860 A21 = 6,454,257,660
11,506,425,000
18,365,221,500
24,062,665,000
27,302,369,724
25,006,057,620
18,607,471,000
10,587,941,500
4,408,386,000
1,165,216,220
15 1,980,976.
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